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Remote Control Instructions

1. The remote controller can be used to control and operate the unit
2. The remote’s signal can transmit up to 26 ft. (8 m) away.
3. Any obstructions between the signal of the remote control and the indoor unit can interfere, limiting the capacity of the signal.
4. When a button is pressed on the remote control, the indoor unit will emit a “beep”, which indicates that the command has been received and transmitted to the indoor unit.

CAUTION

- The air conditioner will not operate if curtains, doors or other materials block the signal from the remote control to the unit.
- Avoid spilling any liquid into the remote.
- Do not expose to direct sunlight or heat.
- If the infrared signal receiver on the indoor unit is exposed to direct sunlight, the air conditioner may not function properly. Use curtains to prevent the sunlight from interfering with the receiver’s signal.
- If other electrical appliances signals react to the signal sent by the remote controller relocate these appliances.
- When replacing batteries, do not use old batteries
- If you do not use the remote for a prolonged period of time, remove the batteries. Otherwise they may leak and damage the remote.

Battery Specification

To use the remote control, it is necessary to install two (R03/LR03x2) alkaline AAA batteries.

Battery Replacement

1. Batteries should be replaced when there is not a “beep” heard from the indoor unit or the signal indicator light does not illuminate when buttons are pressed on the remote or when the indoor unit does not respond to the remote controls commands.
2. To replace the batteries:
   A. Remove the cover by pressing and sliding off.
   B. Remove the old batteries and insert the new batteries, placing the (+) and (-) ends correctly.
   C. Reattach the cover by sliding it back into position.

NOTE: When the batteries are removed, the remote controller erases all user settings. After inserting new batteries, the remote controller must be reprogrammed for any user specific settings.
Remote Controller Specifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>RG52A1/BGEFU1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rated Voltage</td>
<td>3.0V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal Transmission Distance</td>
<td>26ft (8m) with full batteries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating Environment</td>
<td>23°F~ 140°F (-5~60°F)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Performance Features

1. Operating Modes: AUTO, COOL, DRY, HEAT (heat pump models only) and FAN.
2. 24 hour timer
3. Temperature Range Selection: 62°F~ 86°F.
4. LCD (Liquid Crystal Display)

**NOTE:** Remote controller can be set to display degrees in °C or °F. To alternate between unit of measure, press and hold the temp ⤔ and ⤕ button at the same time. Release buttons when the unit of measure changes. Repeat the process to revert back to the previous unit of measure.
Functions

1. **ON/OFF**
   Press this button to power on, which starts the unit’s operation. Push the button again to power off, which stops the unit’s operation.

2. **MODE**
   Each time this button is pressed, a mode is selected in a sequence of AUTO, COOL, DRY, HEAT*, and FAN then repeat.

   ![Mode Button Sequence]

   *Heat mode is applicable to heat pump models only.

3. **FAN**
   Press to select the fan speed in four intervals:

   ![Fan Speed Intervals]

4. **SLEEP**
   Press this button to activate the SLEEP mode. Press it again to deactivate. This feature can only be selected when the unit is in COOL, HEAT*, or Dry mode. Use this feature for the most comfortable temperature control while you sleep and your body temperature rises.

   *Heat mode is applicable to heat pump models only.

5. **TURBO**
   Activates or deactivates the Turbo function. Press this button for Turbo function. Turbo function enables the unit to reach the set temperature in the shortest time. In the cooling mode, the unit will blow cold air at a super high fan speed. In heating mode*, the unit will blow hot air at a super high fan speed.

   *Heat mode is applicable to heat pump models only.

6. **SELF CLEAN**
   This function helps to keep the inside of the unit dry and prevents mold from forming. It is particularly useful at the end of the season when the unit will not be in use for a long period of time. Press the self clean button to initiate the self cleaning function.
**Functions**

7 **TEMP UP ( ▲ )**
Push this button to increase the indoor temperature set point in 1°F increments up to 86°F.

**TEMP DOWN ( ▼ )**
Push this button to decrease the indoor temperature set point in 1°F increments down to 62°F.

8 **SHORTCUT**
- Used to restore the current settings or resume the previous setting.
- The first time the unit is powered on and the SHORTCUT button is pressed, the unit will operate in AUTO mode, 80°F set temp, and auto fan speed.
- Pushing this button will automatically revert back to the previous settings including operating mode, set temperature, fan speed level and sleep feature (if activated) and transmit the signal to the unit.
- When this button is pressed for more than 2 seconds, the system will automatically restore the current operation settings including operating mode, set temperatures, fan speed and sleep feature (if activated).

9 **TIMER ON**
Press the button to initiate the auto-on timer sequence. Each press will increase the auto-on timer setting in 30 minutes increments. When the set time displays 10, each addition time the button is pressed, it will increase the auto-on timer setting in 60 minute increments. To cancel the auto-on timer program, simply adjust the auto-on time to 0.0.
Functions

10 TIMER OFF
Press the button to initiate the auto-off timer sequence. Each press will increase the auto-timer setting in 30 minutes increments. When the set time displays 10, each additional time the button is pressed it will increase the auto-timer setting in 60 minute increments. To cancel the auto-timer program, simply adjust the auto-off timer to 0.0.

11 DIRECT
Press this button to direct the airflow by selecting the position of the louver on the unit. Each time the button is pressed the louver will open/close by 6° increments.

NOTE: If the louver moves in a position that could affect the cooling or heating (heat pump models only) of the air conditioner, the unit will alter the direction of the louver angle automatically.

12 SWING
Press this button to start/stop the auto swing feature, which the louver oscillates up and down.

NOTE: If the louver oscillates or moves in a position that could affect heating (heat pump models only) or cooling of the air conditioner, the unit will automatically adjust the louver position.

13 FOLLOW ME
Push this button to initiate the Follow Me mode. In follow me mode, the temperature sensor built into the remote control senses the room temperature in place of the sensor inside the indoor unit. This allows the remote control to control the temperature of the room where it is present. This feature helps prevent temperature stratification. When in follow me mode, the remote control display will show the actual room temperature it senses.

14 LED
Disables/Activates the indoor Display. When pushing the button, the indoor screen is cleared, press it again to turn on the light of the display.
Remote Control Display

**MODE**
Displays the current operation mode. Including auto (:auto),
cool (cool), dry (dry), heat* (heat), fan (fan) and back to
auto.
*Applicable to heat pump models only

**TRANSMISSION INDICATOR**
This transmission indicator lights when remote controller
transmits signals to the indoor unit.

**ON/OFF**
Shows when unit is on.

**TIMER ON**
Displays when TIMER ON time is set.

**TIMER OFF**
Displays when TIMER OFF time is set.

**SLEEP**
Displays when in SLEEP MODE.

**FOLLOW ME**
Displayed when FOLLOW ME function is activated.

**TEMP./TIMER DISPLAY**
Displays the set temperature (62°F~86°F). When the
operating mode is set to FAN, no set temperature is
displayed. In TIMER mode, set the ON and OFF time settings
are displayed.

**FAN**
Displays the FAN speed, AUTO (no display) and three
fan speed levels “LOW” “MED” “HIGH” can be indicated. The fan
speed is AUTO when the operating mode is in AUTO or DRY.
Remote Operation

AUTO OPERATION
1. Press the MODE button to select Auto.

2. Press the UP/DOWN button to set the desired temperature. The temperature can be set within a range of 62°F~86°F in 1°F increments.
   - In Auto mode, the unit will automatically select Cool, Fan or Heat* modes be sensing the difference between the actual ambient room temperature and the set temperature on the remote controller.
   - In the Auto mode, you can not charge the fan speed. It is being automatically controlled.

COOLING/HEATING/FAN OPERATION
If Auto mode is uncomfortable, you can manually override the setting by putting the unit in COOL, HEAT*, or FAN** ONLY mode.

1. Press the MODE button to select COOL, HEAT* (pump) or FAN** mode.

2. Press the temp UP/DOWN button to set the desired temperature. The temperature can be set within a range of 62°F~86°F in 1°F increments.

3. Press the FAN button to select the fan speed in four steps - Auto, Low, Med, or High.

NOTE
* Heat mode is applicable to heat pump models only.
** In the FAN mode, the set temperature is not displayed on the remote controller and you are not able to control the room temperature either. In this case, only the fan speed can be changed.
Remote Operation

**DRY OPERATION**
The DRY mode will automatically select the amount of dehumidification based on the difference between the set temperature and actual room temperature. The fan speed is automatically set to low.

1. Press the MODE button to select DRY mode.
2. Press the UP/DOWN buttons to set the desired temperature. The temperature can be set within a range of 62°F~86°F in 1°F increments.

**NOTE**
- *In the Dry mode, you can not change the fan speed. It is ceing automatically controlled.*
- *Due to the difference between the set temperature and the actual room temperature, the unit will automatically switch between COOL and FAN only mode while in DRY mode.*

**ADJUSTING AIR FLOW DIRECTION**
Use the SWING or DIRECT button to adjust the desired airflow direction.

1. When the DIRECT button is pushed the horizontal louver changes in 6° degree angle increments.
2. When the SWING button is pushed the louver oscillates.

**NOTE**
*When the louver oscillates or moves in a position that could affect the cooling or heating (heat pump models only) of the air conditioner, the unit will automatically change the louver direction.*
Remote Operation

**TIMER OPERATION**

Press the TIMER ON button to set the time the unit should automatically turn on. Press the TIMER OFF button to set the time the unit should automatically turn off.

1. Press the TIMER ON button. The remote controller show TIMER ON, the last Auto-on set time and the “H” icon will be shown on the LCD display. Now it is ready to reset the Auto-on time to START operation.

2. Push the TIMER ON button again to set desired Auto-on time. Each time you press the button, the time increases by half an hour between 0 and 10 hours and by one hour between 10 and 24 hours.

3. After setting the TIMER ON, there will be a one second delay before the remote controller transmits the signal to the air conditioner. Then, after approximately another 2 seconds, the “H” icon will disappear and the set temperature will re-appear on the LCD display.

**TO SET THE AUTO-OFF TIME**

1. Press TIMER OFF button. The remote controller show TIMER OFF, the last Auto-off setting time and the “H” icon will be shown on the LCD display area. Now it is ready to reset the LCD display area. Now it is ready to reset the Auto-off time to stop the operation.

2. Push the TIMER OFF button again to set desired Auto-off time. Each time you press the button, the time increases by half an hour between 0 and 10 hours and by one hour between 10 and 24 hours.

3. After setting the TIMER OFF, there will be a one second delay before the remote controller transmits the signal to the air conditioner. Then, after approximately another 2 seconds, the signal “H” will disappear and set the temperature will re-appear on the LCD display.
Remote Operation

SLEEP FUNCTION
The sleep function enables the unit to automatically change the temperature by 2°F per hour for the first two hours, then will remain steady for the next 5 hours, after that the unit will stop operating. SLEEP mode creates comfortable temperatures and saves energy.

1. When the SLEEP mode is selected while in COOL mode, the temperature increases to create the most uncomfortable conditions while your body temperature rises when you sleep. When SLEEP is selected while in HEAT* mode, the temperature deceases to ensure you don’t get too hot while your body temperature rises when you sleep.

NOTE
The SLEEP function is only selectable when the unit is in COOL, HEAT* or AUTO modes.
* Heat mode is applicable to heat pump models only.
Due to ongoing product improvements, specifications and dimensions are subject to change and correction without notice or incurring obligations. Determining the application and suitability for use of any product is the responsibility of the installer. Additionally, the installer is responsible for verifying dimensional data on the actual product prior to beginning any installation preparations.

Incentive and rebate programs have precise requirements as to product performance and certification. All products meet applicable regulations in effect on date of manufacture; however, certifications are not necessarily granted for the life of a product. Therefore, it is the responsibility of the applicant to determine whether a specific model qualifies for these incentive/rebate programs.
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